Technical Product Owner (f/m/x)
Flexible starting date, Full-time, Vienna Office
We want to grow our team, and are looking for you! FINcredible is part of the KSV1870 Group, and serves customers in
Austria and Germany. We offer our customers digital solutions for credit assessment of individuals and SMEs based on their
bank account information. All our solutions can be used via our own Web-Application, or be integrated via API in any of our
customers’ business processes. We stand for the trustworthy handling of financial information and the protection of the
privacy of our users.
FINcredible was founded in 2017 as a spin-off from researchers of the Vienna University of Economics and Business. We
foster a creative and amicable environment and are a team that achieves more together.

Your Job
 Work with us on the development of our brand new products & features.
 Actively communicate and collaborate with all stakeholders and the SCRUM team.
Help us to better understand each other, and what is required for the product.
 Prioritize stories and tasks in our product backlog, and optimize our efficiency.
 Break down high-level features into smaller steps, and ensure technical requirements are available.
 Assesses the impact of all work items, features, improvements and bugs.

Who you are






You are a friendly person, and have a constructive attitude towards everyone.
You have strong stakeholder communication and management skills, and like to share your thoughts.
You have at least 2+ years of professional experience as a (Technical) Product Owner.
You have a professional / university background in software development, or worked in technical environments.
Your spoken and written English is fluent at a professional level.

What we offer
 Secure income according to qualification (EUR 50k – 65k gross per year), plus annual target bonus.
Negotiations are above the collective agreement, we value your experience and qualification.
 Cool and central workplace in Vienna
 Flexible working hours & generous home-office use
 Team Buildings, Trainings & Conferences
 AND even more: Work on the latest MacBook Pro / other device of your choice , Flexible working hours with a
possibility of 2+ days a week of home office, Drinks/coffee/small snacks included.

We look forward receiving to your application via jobs@fincredible.at

